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“Lake Ontario, whether liquid or solid, has always been reckoned among the assets of Toronto.”

John Ross Robertson (Kyle, 1910)

The presentation closely follows a paper by G. Desfor and L. Vesalon: Urban Expansion and Industrial Nature: A Political Ecology of Toronto’s Port Industrial District.” This paper has been submitted to a journal for review.
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I. Introduction

A. The aim of my talk today is to ‘make sense’ out of the political and economic practices that were involved with the production of an industrial form of socio-nature—the Port Industrial District—during the early decades of the twentieth century in Toronto.

The way I will do this is first to outline the main features of the paper—the importance of land fill in urban expansion, the institutional, geographical, and temporal foci of the paper—then to introduce the principal concepts, and finally to summarize the conclusions of my work. Interspersed with the text are a number of historical images. The detailed historical research on which the paper is based will not be discussed, but readers interested in this material can find it in the full paper.

B. The importance of land creation should not be underestimated as a source for urban expansion. About 85% of Toronto’s central waterfront has been created from fill—as seen in the images below.
C. Institutional Focus

The Toronto Harbour Commissioners
Established by an Act of Parliament in 1911
Part of the local-state and had a powerful influence on reshaping Toronto’s waterfront

D. Main Concepts in the presentation

a. Socio-nature:
An apparently contradictory term concerned with attempts to unite what the enlightenment and modernity set asunder—that is, the assumption that society and nature are separate and discrete entities.

Socio-nature is inherently political because it is, at least partially, produced through social practices and underpinned by political decisions.

Introducing the concept of socio-nature into the analysis enables me to discuss how political and economic interests, their discursive representations of nature, and urban development processes are intertwined in the production of industrial nature in the form of ‘new’ land made available for development.

b. Industrial Nature

Industrial nature is a particular form of socio-nature that supports, and simultaneously undermines, an economy in which striving for profitability drives an incessant output of manufactured commodities from various forms of socio-nature and the coordinated work of labour.
Images of industrial nature in the Toronto port lands

The Port Industrial District in the 1950s

This Bascule Bridge that crosses the Ship Channel in the Port Industrial District was constructed as part of the Toronto Harbour Commissioners 1912 Waterfront Plan.
The Port Industrial District in the 1970s.

The Port Industrial District in the 1980s
c. Spatio-Temporal Fix

The starting point for the analysis is that dominant sectors in capitalist economies endeavor to manipulate socio-nature to support their logic of wealth accumulation.

Generally this takes place through economic and political processes that regulate the application of capital and labour to resources in the production of commodities. However, such attempts to manipulate socio-nature are problematic because of contradictions which arise.

Overaccumulation is one of the great contradictions of capitalist economies.

Harvey’s notion of a spatial and temporal fix addresses the ways capitalist society attempts to divert the excesses of overaccumulation in productive directions and put off, at least temporarily, crises tendencies.

Erica Schoenberger commented that, “Harvey’s great insight in Limits [to Capital] was that restructuring the geography of capital—altering its very earthly foundations—was a particularly effective way of productively absorbing these excesses.”

I am arguing that combining the dynamics suggested in the notion of a spatio-temporal fix with the concept of socio-nature is particularly useful for understanding a large-scale transformation of the “very earthly foundations” of Toronto.

Representing the creation of a new land form as a restructuring of the geography of the “very earthly foundations” of Toronto provides us with a way to analyse linkages between the production of socio-nature and political, social and economic practices involved in a major drive toward industrialization and urban expansion.

Two aspects of Harvey’s spatio-temporal fix:

First: “A certain portion of the total capital becomes literally fixed in some physical form for a relatively long period of time….Some fixed capital is geographically mobile (such as machinery that can easily be unbolted from its moorings and taken elsewhere) but the rest is so fixed in the land that it cannot be moved without being destroyed. Aircraft are mobile but the airports to which they fly are not.”

Second: “The spatio-temporal ‘fix’, on the other hand, is a metaphor for solutions to capitalist crises through temporal deferment and geographical expansion. The production of space, the organization of wholly new territorial divisions of labour, the opening up of new and cheaper resource complexes, of new dynamic spaces of capital accumulation, and the penetration of pre-existing social formations by
capitalist social relations and institutional arrangements...provide multiple ways to absorb existing capital and labour surpluses.”

Both dimensions of Harvey’s spatio-temporal fix, the territorial and the spatial, illuminate important aspects of the transformation of Ashbridge’s Bay and marsh.

In terms of the first dimension, an industrial area of some 1,000 acres, the Port Industrial District was created. That is, labour and capital literally transformed an earlier form of socio-nature into a new and different fixed form as solid land was constructed by lakefilling—a project involving large-scale and radical forms of nature-society interactions.

The physical form of these nature-society relationships have been locked-in, or fixed, as vast amounts of capital resources, much of which stem from non-local industrial centres, are dedicated to the project for a very long period of time. And this new land form, we call industrial nature.

The second aspect of Harvey’s spatio-temporal fix is concerned with “opening up” new spaces. And this involves overcoming contradictions in existing social relations by establishing an ensemble of new social practices and institutions that facilitate and participate in developing a new regime of accumulation.

I argue that the THC is best understood as one of the institutions within such an ensemble. And the political struggles by which this institution was established reveal much about underlying social relations and the ideological positions of the dominant groups in society.
II. Images of Waterfront Planning and Land Creation

Outline of the Toronto Harbour Commissioners 1912 Plan for the Eastern Section of the waterfront is overlaid on earlier shoreline.

The Toronto Harbour Commissioners plan for the Eastern Section of the waterfront, from the 1912 Waterfront Development Plan.
The Toronto Harbour Commission constructed an extensive series of pipes to move dredged material as part of the land creation process in the Port Industrial District.

The Toronto Harbour Commission used lumber from trees harvested as far away as British Columbia for construction of the sea walls in the Port Industrial District.
II. Conclusions

My aim in this paper has been to understand how a particular form of socio-nature, the Port Industrial District, was produced through intertwined human and non-human processes and how this new land-form supported wealth accumulation in Toronto during the early twentieth century. As Hudson notes (1996: 1) “the reclamation of land for urban development is much more common than is generally realized and…far from being a phenomenon which occurs only in special circumstances, is a normal process of city expansion.” It is this “normal process of city expansion” that has led us to examine the historical case of land creation on Toronto waterfront.

Political events leading to the establishment of the THC, and their discursive representations, reveal much about how this new institution and its plans for a spatio-temporal fix were the basis for a major urban expansion promoting industrialization as the primary logic for wealth accumulation. Supporters of the THC articulated a ‘waterfront problem’ for the public that relied on a powerful organization largely free of local and national government control as the primary institution to carry out production of a major urban expansion. The filling-in of what was then represented to be a foul-smelling wasteland and breeding ground for all sorts of diseases was the centre-piece of plans for producing the Port Industrial District.

The Port Industrial District, a particular form of socio-nature that we have called industrial nature, synthesizes many highly intertwined human and biophysical processes. Within that physical land form are embodied capital-intensive and mechanized production processes, an ideology that regards the environment as a resource, and political practices that support the dominant sector of an economic system in which social relations are guided by the continual striving for profitability by manufacturing commodities from socio-nature and the work of labour.

Our historical analysis of the THC and its Port Industrial District strengthens Harvey’s hypothesis about the role of spatio-temporal fixes in helping to resolve crises of overaccumulation and expands its range of application. As Schoenberger (2004: 428) noted, a spatio-temporal fix opens up new territories by productively soaking up excess capital and transforming its geography. The production of land is a particular case of such a spatio-temporal fix, and one which is quite usual in urban-waterfront expansion. What we might call a ‘land-creation fix’ restructures waterfront geographies in three specific ways: first, it produces a commodity (land) that can be bought and sold and thus has an exchange value; second, the produced land has a use value as an input for production processes (in our case, as an industrial
And as Harvey suggested, new institutional arrangements tend to accompany the emergence of a spatio-temporal fix. The Toronto Harbour Commission was indeed such an institutional innovation with a multi-scale legislative dimension and an ability to attract and manage investments for creating land. The THC influenced, and was influenced by, broader patterns of economic and regulatory patterns. In particular, its organizational structure—greatly influenced by the urban reform movement of the time—institutionalized publicly unaccountable decision-making and solidified a close relation between businesses and city politics based on special interests.

In addition to illuminating the ways crises of overaccumulation are temporarily resolved through geographic restructuring, the notion of a spatio-temporal fix enables us to consider relationships between the institutionalization of social relations and the production of a new form of socio-nature. As Harvey (1996: 184) so concisely noted, “One path towards consolidation of a particular set of social relations… is to undertake an ecological transformation which requires the reproduction of those social relations in order to sustain it.” The case of Toronto’s waterfront development at the beginning of the twentieth century shows how important the establishment of the THC was for both consolidating a new set of social relations, and producing a new set of spatial relations in the city.

The establishment of the THC represented more than the founding of a new organization that could solve an ‘integrated waterfront problem’ by providing infrastructure and a site for an industrial district. It defined an ideological frame in which the ‘waterfront problem’ was rationalized and managed. It exercised political power in specific social contexts, challenging the liberal representation of institutions as mechanisms that generate ideologically neutral decisions. The establishment of the new organizational structure with its special regulatory and development powers was integral to the production of the Port Industrial District. It made possible the production of a major urban expansion through the creation of a new industrial form of socio-nature.

---

1. For a discussion of the urban reform movement in Canadian cities see the chapters by J. Weaver, P. Rutherford and J. Fingard in (Stelter and Artibse, 1979).
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